Tennis Match Results
Grove City vs The College of New Jersey
May 10, 2018 at Williamstown, MA
(Torrence Hunt Courts)

The College of New Jersey 5, Grove City 0

**Singles competition**
1. Sneha Rangu (TCNJW) vs. Maggie Manchester (GRO) 6-0, 5-1, unfinished
2. Grace Minassian (TCNJW) vs. Morgan Happe (GRO) 6-2, 3-1, unfinished
3. Brittany Reedman (TCNJW) vs. Janine Jones (GRO) 6-3, 1-1, unfinished
4. Maddy Stoner (TCNJW) vs. Taylor Bradley (GRO) 6-1, 2-2, unfinished
5. Alyssa Baldi (TCNJW) def. Jennifer Elder (GRO) 6-0, 6-1
6. Audrey Chen (TCNJW) def. Rachel Ford (GRO) 6-1, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. Maddy Stoner/Grace Minassian (TCNJW) def. Janine Jones/Morgan Happe (GRO) 8-3
2. Sneha Rangu/Alyssa Baldi (TCNJW) def. Taylor Bradley/Maggie Manchester (GRO) 8-5

Match Notes:
Grove City 13-4
The College of New Jersey 14-1
Order of finish: Doubles (1,2,3); Singles (6,5)
T-2:25 A-72